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1 Prerequisite I – discipline "System Programming" - 3 credits 
 

1.1 Course Program 
 

The purpose of teaching the discipline "System Programming" is the study of the basic 
principles and methods of programming in modern operating systems. An interpretation of the basic 
concepts is given: kernel objects, process, thread, priorities, security attributes, heaps, mutexes, 
semaphores, events. The focus is on kernel system services, including the file system, process and 
thread management, inter-process communication, and synchronization. The description of the 
system functions of modern OS. The basic properties of the most important functions are 
considered and how to apply them in real software situations is shown. The basic concepts of basic 
knowledge about the basic methods, tools, principles of programming in Win32 are given. 

 
1.2 Exam questions 

1. Operating systems and their interfaces. 
2. The structure of the Windows OS. General description of the system structure 
3. Flow control. Flow states. 
4. Dispatching and scheduling flows 
5. Definition of flow. API functions for working with streams 
6. Process management. Processes and threads in Windows. 
7. Priorities for threads and processes. 
8. Stream synchronization in Windows.Объекты синхронизации потоков. 
9. Thread synchronization objects. 
10. Memory management. Using virtual memory. 
11. The architecture of memory management in Win32. 
12. Virtual memory. Page replacement algorithms. 
13. Dynamically allocated memory. Heap memory management. 
14. Use of the file system. 
15. File management. 
16. Methods for obtaining file and directory attributes. 
17. The registry. Registry keys Registry Management. 
18. Mapped files. 
19. The concept of dynamically connected libraries. Creating a DLL. 
20. Dynamic loading and shutdown of DLL. Using DLL. 
21. Standard devices and console input-output. 
22. Asynchronous I / O and completion ports. 
23. Structural exception handling. Frame exception handling. 
24. Structural exception handling. Final exception handling. 
25. Security of Win32 objects. Security objectives. Rights and privileges. 
26. Win32 object security. Access Control Lists 
27. Inter-process communication. Anonymous feeds. 
28. Inter-process communication. Named Pipes 
29. Inter-process communication. Mailboxes 

 
1.3 References 

1. Johnson M. Hart. System programming in a Win32 environment. - M.: Williams 
Publishing House, 2010. 
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2. Al Williams. System programming in Windows 2000. - SPb. Peter, 2011. 
3. Pirogov V.Yu. Assembler for Windows. - SPb.: BHV-Petersburg, 2010. 
4. Pobegailo A. System programming in Windows. - SPb .: BHV-Petersburg, 
2006. 
5. API. Encyclopedia of the programmer: Trans. from English - K.: DiaSoft Publishing 
House, 
2009. 

 
Prerequisite II - discipline "Software development tools" - 2 credits 

2.1 Course program 
 

The discipline "Tools for developing programs" in the cycle of technological preparation 
of students, is synthesizing, providing the necessary arsenal of tools for software 
development. 
As a result of studying the discipline, students should know: 
- the main direction in the field of design, development of software products and a set of 
tools to ensure their life cycle; 
- international and domestic standards used in the development of software products; 
- classic and modern approaches to interface design and modeling of the information 
structure of the application. 

2.2 Экзаменационные вопросы 
 

Stages of the software development process. 
2. What is the difference between the AS-IS and TO-BE business models. 
3. What is the main idea of the SADT methodology. 
4. What is a software specification. 
5. What two methods are used in the construction of STD. 
6. List the basic methods for specifying process specifications. 
7. What relationships between classes do not cross over between instances? 
8. Give a definition of association. How is it different from inheritance? 
9. Why are association classes needed? Build your own example. 
10. Aggregation is: an association property, a role property, a separate relationship between 
UML classes? 
11. How is aggregation similar to inheritance and how is it different? 
12. What is a UML package? 
13. How are UML packages close to Microsoft Visual Studio projects and solutions? 
14. What is the relationship between objects? 
15. What is cooperation? Give your example. 
16. List the main abstractions of modeling the structure of SRV. 
17. What is an interface? 
18. What is the subject area for software models? 
19. What is UML: (i) domain, (ii) model (iii) metamodel 
(iv) a metametamodel? Justify the answer. 
20. Why for visual models to select a graph of the model and diagram? 
21. What is a CASE package repository? Tell us about how to implement it. 
22. Why is it necessary to highlight the graph of models and diagrams for visual models? 
23. What are the stages of developing a family infrastructure? 
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24. What is design? 
25. Tell us about the structure of a typical DSM package. 
26. What is an MVC pattern? The physical model of the software system. 
27. Why are the following models used in GMF: domain, graphic, instrumental? 
28. Objectives of developing component diagrams. 
29. Elements of the component diagram. Components. 
30. Elements of the component diagram. Dependencies. 

 
2.3 Список литературы 

 
1. Matsyashek, Leszek, A. Analysis of requirements and system design. Development 

of information systems using UML: Pers English-M .: Publishing House 
"Williams", 2002.-432s. 
2. Leffingwell, Dean, Widrig, Dean. Principles of working with software requirements. 

A unified approach: Transl. from English.-M.: Williams Publishing House, 2002.-448s. 
3. Alistair Cockburn. Modern methods for describing functional requirements 
to systems: Transl. from English.- M.: Publishing House "Lori", 2002.-263s. 
4. Ambler S. Flexible technology: extreme programming and a unified development 

process. Programmer's Library - St. Petersburg: Peter, 2005. 
5. Rosenberg D., Scott K. Application of object modeling using UML and case 

analysis: Transl. From English.-M.: DMK Press, 2002.-160s. 
6. Kroll P., Krachten F. The Rational Unified Process is easy. RUP Guide. Transl. from 

English.-M .: KUDITS-IMAGE, 2004.-432s. 
7. Orlov S.A. Software Development Technologies. Tutorial. 2nd ed. - St. Petersburg: 

Peter, 2003.-480s. 
8. Kubekov B.S. Software Development Technologies. Textbook. - 

Almaty: Economics, 2011 .-- 278 p. 
 
Prerequisite III - discipline "Object-oriented programming" - 3 credits 
 

3.1 Course program 
 

In-depth study and development of programming languages based on the technology of 
object-oriented and generalized (using the standard library) programming. As a base, a high-level 
programming language C ++ is used. 
Upon completion of the study of the discipline, the student must: 

- master the basic concepts, properties and principles of object-oriented programming; 
- be able to design a class specification, choose an appropriate class hierarchy; 
- master the standard C ++ language library; 
- be able to use the methodology and tools of generalized programming technology; 
- be able to design, specify and debug a program with documentation and the use of 

diagramming techniques of the UML language. 
 
3.2 Exam questions 

 
1. The concept of the object. The characteristic properties of the object. How is it used in OOP. 
2. The structure of the object. An object in terms of implementation in a programming language. 
Give an example for any programming language. 
3. Classes of objects. What tasks do they solve. Metaclasses. 
4. Structural relationships between objects. 
5. An associative class (class-association), what tasks it solves. 
6. Events. Types of events. Dissemination of event information. 
7. Indirect recursion in the propagation of events. Existing ways to avoid indirect recursion. 
8. OO system time. Directions of specialization of OO systems by the method of organizing their 
time. 
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9. System status. The degree of complexity of the system. Transaction principle. 
10. An object as an aggregate of services / services. Interface / protocol of the object. 
11. Encapsulation. Scopes in OOP. 
12. The relation of generalization and the property of inheritance. Development approaches "from 
the concrete to the abstract" and "from the abstract to the concrete." 
13. Multiple inheritance. 
14. Polymorphism. The property of polymorphism. Implementation of the polymorphism 
mechanism in programming languages (for example, in C ++). 
15. An illustration by polymorphism of the difference between sending a message to an object and 
calling its method. 
16. Abstract method. Constraints on a class. 
17. Class-interface (interface class), which tasks it solves. An interface class in a hierarchy. 
18. Class, objects. 
19. Attribute (property) and behavior of the object. 
20. The inheritance ratio in the following classes: Engine and Diesel classes or Engine and Car 
classes. 
21. Constructor and destructor. 
22. Constructors, destructors, and inheritance 
23. Security category protected. 
24. The distinction between regular and virtual base classes. 
25. Custom output function. Custom input function. 
26. Features of the implementation of OOP in C ++. 
27. Instance variable. 
28. A list of arguments and a list of parameters. 
29. Constructor and its definition. 
30. Copy constructor and its use. 
 

3.3 Список литературы 
 

1. T. A. Pavlovskaya C / C ++. Programming in a high-level language "St. Petersburg: 
Peter, 2018.-496 pp., Ill. 

2. Pavlovskaya T. A., Schupak Yu. A. 
C ++. Object Oriented Programming: Workshop. - SPb .: Peter, 
2006 .-- 265 s: ill. 

3. Ivanova G. S. Object-oriented programming: a textbook / G. S. Ivanova, T. N. Nichushkina; 
under the general. ed. G. S. Ivanova. - M.: Publishing House of MSTU. N. E. 

Bauman, 2014. - 455, [1] p. : ill. 
4. Schlee M. Professional programming in C ++. SPb .: BHV-Petersburg, 

2010. 
5. Shildt G. Complete reference for C ++. 4th ed. M .: "Williams", 2009 
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